So basically I’d like a B- in this class, so I plan to do some craz-E studying. Practice questions will be hosted in the usual place, but I hope you’ll work with me to have finished looking at all the material in the class by April 14 (two and a half weeks). Then we can spend the following week in class asking our final questions about the exam material, and then we have dead week to collaborate, meet up and master this material. I’ll try to have notes and practice questions attempted before every relevant lecture, and I hope you join along. Look forward to some study group time announcements as well.

Cheers.

---

Subject: Re: April Bonanza
Posted by bkaaron on Thu, 30 Mar 2017 16:32:27 GMT

Love it. You do god’s work, my son.

<sin> If we both pass this class, you can hit me up in the fall and I’ll buy you a drink. </sin>